This article hinges on a complex and interdisciplinary field of study named "Philosophy of Human Technology" in which a first non-exhaustive map of ethical, legal and social, technological issues is presented: Technologies constitute, magnify, amplify human experiences, but can also enslave or put human experience and life at risk for example what concerns the right to a "private Life". The second part of this paper proposes to think three possible interfaces of the topic of Human Cognitive Enhancement. Firstly the Body-electronic interface such as in the organ-on a chip simulation of an externalized human organ function, secondly the optogenetic and general genetic "editing" interface in which new technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9 open up questions for the future of human beings and our self-determination. Third -and more explicitlythe virtual-immersive interface, exemplified by cognitive enhancement by Avatar schizophrenia therapy and uncanny valley effects of digital body doubles will be introduced. The classic rubber-hand illusion had brought new insights into the plasticity of the body-image and the embodiment of the self, by underlining the strong influence of exteroception for the transformation of the bodily self. We will follow these thoughts on Avatar enhancements in schizophrenia therapy and scrutinize as well research ethical issues. Finally a short outlook on the question of two different types of technological detachment in tension in a Philosophy of Human Technology in which Cognitive Enhancement technologies are subjected to two types of technological detachments a) material/somatic substitution and b) detachment as a topos of independence and autonomy is hinted on.
TOWARDS A PHILOSOPHY OF HUMAN TECHNOLOGY
A Philosophy of Human Technology should be aware of the present and future overspecialization of Technologies that influence the separation of a few direct powerful technological players and the many human beings that are affected by the technological developments inside complex growing self-conditioning productions of the techno-human condition (HÖRL, 2011) and Transparency on algorithms that shape our lives (PRABHU, 2015; LANIER, 2013) , (c) Dignity (FLORIDI, 2016) , (d) Right to private Life (FINN et al, 2013) privacy of personal, non-intercepted communications 5) privacy of thoughts and feelings 6) privacy of location and space 7) privacy of association (including group privacy) or 8) privacy of personal experience (CLARKE, 1997 (CLARKE, , 2014 inside either autonomous or heteronomous modulation of control in relation to Big data, "dividuals" (DELEUZE, 1992) , body "data doubles" and surveillance (LYON, 2014) , often it seems we have to be able to-say-no, disconnect or enter a syncope (Nancy) of too much resonance, that aims to determine us. Hereby more questions arise about (e) Cognitive Liberty (SENTENTIA, 2004; BUBLITZ; MERKEL, 2014) that has been applied in 2016 for the first time on human test trials in somatic (but still not in the human genome nor brain) cells in the field of recovery of vision research, the treatment of "retinitis pigments" a degenerative retina cells disease (BOURZAC, 2016) , raise questions on the status of life forms in between biological, nature" and technological artefact, for example in the optogenetically controlled the cardiac organ function (ARRENBERG et al ,2010) .
Optogenetics is a light-control mechanism and an example of genetic hybridization (HUBIG, 2015 What types of gene-editing research are ethical and which should not be followed?
How 
TOWARDS A PHILOSOPHY OF VIRTUALITY AND AVATAR-BASED COGNITIVE ENHANCEMENT IN AVATAR AND IMMERSIVE SCHIZOPHRENIA THERAPY
Pharmacological efficacy in schizophrenia therapy has limitations as one of four patients fail to respond to treatment with anti-psychotics (KANE, 2007) . Schizophrenia is best analysed as alienation of its own body, a disembodiment. Disturbances of embodiment may be classified with FUCHS & SCHLIMME (2009) in two fundamental categories: (1) primarily affecting the subject body, prereflective embodied sense of self (2) being related to the bodyimage, the explicit body awareness. This approach introduces -for now only hypothetically-modifications in the plasticity of both notions of the self in embodiment and self-other relation by Avatar-self interactions. Selves can be socially embedded or exbodied by self-technologies introducing change by Avatar-self technology. Therefore psychosomatic wellbeing of the patients is I propose a framework of self-formation and self-development in pro-social behavior and embodied intercorporality in which I apply joint issues in the philosophy of psychiatry/medicine/health and philosophy of human technology in relation to Computer Assisted Schizophrenia Therapy using Avatars/ and Virtual Reality immersion as technical tools and as an example for VR cognitive enhancements of self-other relations e.g. of the schizophrenic patients with the help of Avatar doubles. The virtual reality immersion is key to (SLATER et al., 2009 (SLATER et al., , 2010 in relation to an embodied body presence in space: "the power of immersive virtual reality (IVR) to produce radical transformations in body ownership" (SLATER et al., 2010) . RHI is an illusion in the coordination of vision, touch, and posture (proprioception), another form would be the coordination of touch and proprioception (EHRSSON et al, 2005 (EHRSSON et al, , 2007 ) that have to be considered as reasons why LEFF et al (2013) (TINWELL et al, 2013) of technical trickery and its recognition as well as the modulators underlined by (SLOTOVSKY et al, 2015) , namely (h) repetitivity of interaction and (i) positive attitude of the artifical agent (less uncanny valley effect) or negative attitude of the artifical agent (stronger uncanny valley effect). effect (MORI, 1970; CHEETHAM; JANCKE, 2013 ) that has to be considered in difference to (VI) autonomous computer-controlled agents, as the "mere perception of humanity in a digital ( YEE, 2014, p. 152 ).
body-ownership attribution and transformation in Avatar studies
Every encounter is based on capacities to switch between your own embodied perspective and the perspective of others and at the same time to distinguish both perspectives to assert yourself in front of the other.
CAST envisions, we technically inhabit and alter our own embodied "Avatar" of self, and risky content that may pose actual and future policy questions (BLANK, 2013 (BLANK, , 2016 . 
